
A Checklist for the Modern CFO
How do you take care of core financial functions as your 
business becomes more digital?

SAP Concur Tip Sheet
Strategic Spend Management

You take a closer look 
at managing spend.



Make Managing Spend Easy

Make Managing Spend Easy for Employees
Modern finance leaders offer travel, expense, and invoice tools 
employees want to use, not procedures that slow them down.

Consolidate Your Data

Eliminate paperwork, errors, and hassles.
Features like true electronic receipts, invoice capture, and photo 
snaps of receipts – coupled with pre-populated, itemised expense 
entries – make paper a problem of the past.

Automatically collect expenses from corporate cards.
It’s not only faster, it eliminates the mistakes of manual data entry.

Help travellers make smart decisions.
You’ll be able to pre-authorise spending, guide travel decisions with 
color-coded cues, and capture every itinerary regardless of where 
it was booked. Plus, you’ll get greater policy compliance by making it 
easier for them.

Capture data and discounts no matter where travel is booked. 
When employees book directly with suppliers, they’ll still get their 
rewards, and you’ll still get discounts and compliance control.

Make it all mobile.
Help travellers manage expenses and invoices with simple 
smartphone apps.
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Do you have full 
spend visibility?



Consolidate Your Data to Think Strategically
Modern finance leaders connect sources of spend data to gain
insights and make more strategic business decisions. 

Connect your T&E solution to the systems you already use.

expense, ERP, accounting, and HRIS systems for a full picture of your 
spending.

Track every cent of travel spend.
Get a look into all your spending – no matter where it’s booked.

See the metrics that matter.
Intelligent dashboards give you a quick look at KPIs. 

Provide alerts to manage spending.

budget and when a purchase is out-of-policy.

Use apps to extend and enhance the systems.
Track everything from GST reclaim and fraud to sales and use tax.

Make Managing Spend Easy Consolidate Your Data
How important is 
accurate data?
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Deliver near real-time notifications that show you when you’re near

You’ll know that data flows automatically and securely between your



Learn more at concur.com.au
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